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Introduction
Patients and physicians are constantly looking for less invasive techniques to eliminate rhytides and improve skin texture. For more than 15 years ablative lasers (CO2 and Er: YAG ) have been successfully used for the treatment of wrinkles and scars however their widespread use has been limited by the associated downtime and the relatively high risk of complications. Non-ablative techniques which are free of these side effects are often preferred even at the expense of clinical efficacy.

Newer types of Er: YAG lasers which employ lower fluencies, thermal modes and fractional beams now offer an alternative which is both minimally invasive and effective. They allow precise tissue ablation with limited residual thermal damage which results in fast re-epithelialization and significantly improved side effect profile.

These new Er: YAG lasers are particularly advantageous for superficial skin ablation, removing from as little as 15-20 microns of tissue, the equivalent of microdermabrasion, and up to the full epidermis. The procedure results in minimal, transient erythema, very fast healing and no downtime. It is highly effective for rejuvenation of the face, neck, chest and hands on both light and dark skin patients, eliminating mild to moderate wrinkles, dyschromias and other signs of aged, photo damaged skin. Using a small spot size with higher fluencies this laser is also effective for the smoothing of acne scars.

Tissue ablation threshold for the Erbium laser is 1-1.5 J/cm2. By adjusting spot size and energy, fluencies above or below this threshold may be set allowing control over amount of tissue ablated and amount of thermal effect.

Erbium microlaserpeel is ideal for a partial to full epidermal peel, is faster and more controlled than chemical peelings and is much deeper than micro dermabrasion. It is easy to apply, safe, has an extremely low complication rate and results in immediate visible improvement. The procedure is repeated at 1-month intervals, 3-4 times, until satisfactory outcome is achieved. A touch-up procedure may be performed every 6 months. Furthermore it may be combined with other facial rejuvenation techniques.

Materials and Methods
The new SLT Erbium laser emits up to 3 pulses per second at energy per pulse of 0.2-1.2 Joules. Pulse duration is adjustable from 0.3-1.5 msec and spot size may be set at 3 or 6 mm for skin resurfacing, or 1 mm for treatment acne scars. The beam may be delivered in a fractional mode with 49 (7x7) or 81 (9x9) dots. External skin cooling and topical anesthesia are optional.

The laser was used to treat rhytides and other signs of aging skin in 15 patients, 11 females and 4 males, average age 35 to 55 years old. Two treatments were applied 2 months apart. Half of the patients were treated with the regular beam delivery mode and half with the fractional mode. Patients were followed-up at 1 and 3 months post-treatment. Photographs were taken before and at each follow-up visit. All procedures were performed without anesthesia and without any external skin cooling. Eyes were protected.
with eye shields. At each treatment, the entire treatment area was irradiated with 3 consecutive laser passes with minimal overlap. No wiping was performed between the passes. Additional passes over the wrinkles or scars were applied until the clinical endpoint of skin whitening was obtained. The number of passes needed to reach skin whitening depended on the humidity of the skin and coincides with thermally induced necrosis of the stratum corneum and the epidermis. Normally, more than 3 passes were necessary over wrinkle areas. Fractional pulse mode was used in the same way and under the same conditions.

**Results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rhytides</th>
<th>Excellent</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Fair</th>
<th>No improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 months</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 month</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No downtime was required in any of the cases. Pinkish to red skin color was observed for the first 24-48 hours. There was no bleeding/oozing or weeping. Dry peel occurred around 7 days afterwards. Total healing time was maximum 10 days. There were no wounds/scars to heal and no demarcation line was observed. Patients could apply make-up and moisturizer the day after the procedure.

Intra- and post-operative discomfort was described as mild by all the patients. First session was performed at lowest energy and largest spot. Energy was increased in subsequent sessions. Treatment area was covered with minimally overlapping laser pulses. On areas where second pass is performed desiccated tissue debris may first be wiped away with saline soaked gauze, or may be left in place. Skin area should be dry before laser is applied.

Secondary effects like redness and swelling were mild and transient in all the patients. Recovery was quick with minimal post-op complications. Immediate results were visible while collagen renewal is expected to continue for several months post last treatment.

In some patients, discomfort such as after sunburn, was felt for 24 hours. Side effects such as skin over reaction or burning sensation occurred in 2 cases but did not need any special treatment and did not leave any scars. In such cases cold compresses, ointments or water-based moisturizers may be used on the wound. Antiviral medication should be prescribed to patients with history of herpes in the treated area. Long term sun avoidance and protection is recommended.
Conclusions
The goal of our study was to determine whether the new SLT Er: YAG laser used with a regular beam mode or a fractional mode is safe and effective for microlaserpeel as previously reported in the literature with other Erbium:YAG lasers. Our study resulted in both patients’ and practitioner’s satisfaction grade of 95%, with no downtime and no complications. This new laser offers practitioners the flexibility to modify fluencies, spot size, and pulse duration and beam delivery mode thus optimizing treatment parameters to each patient specific clinical need. Clinical results are visible immediately following treatment however full results become evident once all treatment sessions are completed and new collagen synthesis occurs.
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